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What we will talk about today

 What is AI and where is its position in today’s world

 AI in finance

• Fraud Detection

• Risk Management

• Compliance

• Robo-advisors

• Price Prediction

• Conversational AI – Chatbot

 Summary



How AI impacts our life today

The way we 

use security

The way we 

do business

The way we 

educate

The way we 

shop

The way we 

travel

The way we 

socialize

The way we 

finance

The way we 

listen to  music

The way we 

maintain health

The way we 

communicate

The way we 

advertise

The way we 

do politics



What makes a machine intelligent

Artificial Intelligence

Machine Learning

Deep Learning

AI enables machines to 

mimic human brain

ML uses statistical 

techniques to learn 

from example 

DL is a subset of ML 

which computes multi-

layer neural networks.

Source: Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Community



Exponential Growth

Source : Peter H. Diamandis and Steven Kotler, Bold: How to Go Big, Achieve Success, and Impact the World

Digitalized Deceptive
Disruptive

Dematerializing

Demonetizing

Democratizing

Start 

recording in 

digital media

Growth 

goes 

unnoticed

Innovation which creates a new market

And disrupts an existing one

Taking the physical product out of 

the equation. 

Taking the money out of the 

equation, free like an app on 

the phone

Costs reduces to such an 

extent that it becomes 

available to everyone.

Artificial Intelligence

today



… some examples of Disruptive Technology 

 Digital Photography

 Cell Phone

 Touch Screen

 Text messaging

 Music Streaming

 Online shopping

 Mobile Payment

 Wearable Devices

 3D Printers

 Drones

 Autonomous cars

 Virtual Reality

 Cloud takes over

Evolving …Existing



AI – changing the Face of 

Financial Services

Today, AI and machine learning has come to play an integral role in many 

phases of the financial ecosystem.

Finance gets a Makeover Inside and Out



AI applications in Financial Services



AI - changing the face of Finance

 Fraud detection

 Risk management

 Compliance

 Robo-Advisors

 Price Predictions

 Customer Engagement



Fraud Detection 

Fraud Risks –

 Payments, 

 Debt Collection, 

 Identity Theft, 

 Fake Accounts

1.1 million fraud reports 21% reported a loss

Fraud is a massive problem to online businesses and is nowhere near being solved

Source : FPC report 

Most common is credit card fraud and then account steal



Fraud Detection – old method 

Rule based – binary labelling – high occurrence of false positive

Initially rule based systems were used to identify fraudulent transactions in a dataset

False positives occur regularly with traditional rule-based anti-fraud measures, 

where the system flags anything that falls outside a given set of parameters. 

For example, if you are planning a trip abroad and you start buying airline tickets and 

accommodation, this may trigger a fraud warning.



Machine Learning for Fraud Detection

Because of the availability of large volumes of customer data, together with transactional 

data that is updated as transactions occur, AI can be used to effectively identify fraud 

behavior patterns that are irregular for specific customers.

Algorithm to that are able to learn from the past experiences

Source : https://www.marutitech.com/machine-learning-fraud-detection/

We can use logistic regression, autoencoders to perform anamoly detection, identifying 

fraudulent transactions in a dataset



Fraud Detection  

As businesses undergo digital transformations in their front and back office operations, they recognize 

the importance of trust and the need for technology to enable it.

Login

 Challenges

 Device

 Cookie

 IP Address

 Time of Day

 Network

Non-Transactional Activities

 View Balances

 View History

 Updated address

 Updated email

 Updated password

 Add new user

 Challenge limits

 Set up batch

 Set up template

 Add payees

Transactions

 ACH

 Wire

 Bill pay

 Loan Draw

Is the user 

accessing online 

account in an 

expected way?

(when, where, how)

Are the users actions normal? 

(occurrence, frequency, sequence, 

timing, what’s missing)

Are the transactions 

typical for this time 

in their history?

(type, amount, 

payees)

Source: Guardian Analytics

Behavioral Analytics 

using AI/ML



Smart Fraud Detection 

Benefits

 Can send alert at any time of day and night

 Automatically pinpoint accounts with fraudulent activity

 Learn patterns of individual customer to detect a breach in activity

A smarter system can be described as 

 a system that can better understand the underlying patterns of human behavior, 

 could potentially use the new customer data (your travel purchases) to match you with a different 

cluster of users (for example, holiday travelers).

 test your behavior against transactions typical to that of the new cluster of users, holiday travelers 

in this example, before automatically raising a fraud flag on your account.



Risk Management

Risk Management Framework lifecycle

 Identify : Understanding the risk universe by identifying which risks 

could have a material adverse impact on the organisation’s business 

strategy or operations. This stage also involves monitoring the 

internal/external operating and regulatory environments to identify 

changes to the inherent risk landscape and ensure the framework 

remains fit for purpose. 

 Assess : Defining and embedding a risk assessment process to 

assess the level of risk exposure.

 Control : Embedding a control framework to mitigate inherent risks to 

a residual level that is in line with risk appetite. 

 Monitor and report : Designing a methodology for assessing the 

effectiveness of the control environment, including relevant metrics for 

measuring effectiveness, tolerance thresholds, and controls testing. 

Source: Deloitte USA



Three Techniques in Risk Assessment

Qualitative

Effective when there is no 

relevant data present. 

Typically used for strategic 

risks that have never 

occurred before. 

Subject to bias and error in 

estimation

Analytics

Effective when there is no 

large risk event data set 

that can be analyzed by a 

subject matter expert.

Data needs to be interpreted 

and aligned to risk events

Traditional Machine Learning

Effective to predict a specific 

values or category of a given 

risk event. Requires similar 

data to analytics and skill to 

build the model. 

Highly effective in predicting 

the outcome of a potential 

events with many dimensions

Artificial Intelligence work in progress and success rate

Significant success with high dataModerate successLow success rate due to lack of data



ML modelling for detecting Risks

Source:https://towardsdatascience.com/beautiful-data-science-presentations-9e9d8fd91446



Risk Management Benefits

Benefits

 Reduce exposure of future risks

 Lower costs

 Predict if an account is at risk, based on the usage pattern

 Determine the likelihood of a card/account becoming compromised

 Cyberattacks. 

Most financial organizations have already made protection against cyberattacks a top strategic 

priority, as these attacks can have devastating consequences. 

This is partially due to the heavy reliance on software, systems, information technology (IT), and 

data, but also to the fact that that these attacks would risk not only the operations but also 

confidential customer data. 



AI for Regulatory Compliance

Benefits

 ‘Learn’ , remember and comply with all applicable laws.

 Eliminate human error from compliance 

 Detects patterns used to spot fraudulent or illegal activity, many of which 

may be close to impossible for humans to recognize.

Source:https://www.datasciencecentral.com/



Use Cases for Compliances

 UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), with help from Corlytics

 developed “intelligent” regulatory handbook.

 leveraged AI and intelligence search technology to create a fully searchable and accessible handbook.

 Division of Economic and Risk Analysis (DERA) in US’ Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

 leveraged ML to unearth patterns in the SEC regulatory filings of investment advisers.

 utilize unsupervised ML algorithms to identify outlier/unique reporting behaviors

http://www.corlytics.com/press-releases/
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/bauguess-big-data-ai


Robo Advisors.

What do we mean by robo advice

 Rich UI
Digital user interface with cutting-edge user experience

 Personal Surveys
Investor profile is personalized through surveys – demographics, risk, goals etc.)

 Automated Portfolio Allocation
Algorithm-based portfolio construction and allocation

 Automated Investment Recommendations
Product recommendations



Broadening the scope of advice

Robo advice today

Growth of Robo-advice across many different field.

Source: Deloitte USA



Robo-Advisors: Mimicking the human brain

Benefits

 Low cost financial advisors

 Opens doors to individuals to make educated investment decisions

 No more human conflicts of interest

Source: Deloitte USA



Price Predictions

 AI is a Gold mine for Price Predictions 

 Historical Data due to digitization

 Predicting without emotional influence

 Considers various information  for better prediction

 Ability to successfully and consistently predict market prices 

 Recent developments in Deep learning Algorithms 

 Sentimental and Behavioral analysis



Price Prediction – Sentiment Analysis

Make decisions without emotional attachment.

Source: Advising the Behavioral Investor: Keys to Helping Clients Stay Rational in Times of Market 

Turmoil. Gregg S. Fisher, CFA, CFP®. Gerstein Fisher



Price Prediction – Social media and news

 Short Text – dense formation

 Un grammatical language

 Abbreviations

 Typos

 Emoticons

 Links, Hashtags, mentions



Schematic diagram for price prediction

Source : http://labs.sogeti.com/sentiment-analytics-smart-inventory-trading/



Customer Engagement – conversational AI

Conversation is the new interface connecting consumers to companies

Image credit: iq.intel.com

 Personal Assistants

 Provide a more convenient and enjoyable customer experience

 Better response to customers since a chat bot is backed by huge historical data and social media data

 Customized messages tailored to the individual

 They’ve been here longer than Millennials

 Cheaper to maintain

 Don’t have to download

 Available at any time



Various chatbots

1st generation :

2nd generation : a mobile disruption giving rise to a world of “Assistants”

Siri, Alexa, Google Assistant, Cortana, Bixby

3rd generation : the messaging app bots

ELIZA (1956), ALICE (2000), Smarterchild (2001) 

Skype, Viber, FB messenger, Apple iMessenger, KiK, Allo



How AI conversations works

Image via Wizeline



When Conversational AI is Fluent

 Predictive : “How much did I spend this month

 Language Usage : “I want to buy an apple”

 Domain Knowledge : “Show my transportation expenses”

Smart bots = Conversational AI + Domain Expertise

By 2020, the customer will manage 85% of 

its relationship with an enterprise 

without interacting with a human.

- Source Gartner



AI - Speak the Language of the business they serve

“Let’s buy an apple”

John said:

Buy an apple

Agent Sally:

Ok, Apple stock is currently 

trading at $200.35 per share. 

How many shares would you 

like to buy?

Trading company

John said:

Buy an apple

Agent Sally:

Ok, Would you like to buy 

HoneyCrisp, Fiji, Gala or 

Golden Delicious? 

Grocery Store

John said:

Buy an apple

Agent Sally:

Ok, are you looking for a 

Mac, iPad, iPhone, Watch or 

any other product?

Electronic outlet



Chatbots in Finance

BOA - Erica -

JPMorgan – Coin -

Capital One – Eno -

Mastercard chatbot in FB messenger by Kasisto

American Express – AmEx –

Ally Bank - Ally assist –

DBS Singapore – Digibank –

Royal Bank of Scotland – Luvo –

Santander U.K. – SmartBank –



Summary

We have explored the following:

 Current applications of artificial intelligence in finance, banking, and insurance

 Potential future applications of artificial intelligence in finance

 Noteworthy companies operating at the intersection of AI and finance

Given the quantitative nature of the finance world, early digitalization, high volume and historical 

records, few industries are better suited for artificial intelligence. There are more uses cases of 

machine learning in finance than ever before, a trend perpetuated by more accessible computing 

power and more accessible machine learning tools.



Are we there yet?

For AI/ML in general, context still remains a challenge

Challenges for AI and ML algorithms

 Applying Behavioral Profiling Analytics

 Distinguishing Specialized from Generic Behavior Analytics

 Leveraging Large Datasets to Develop Models

 Adaptive Analytics and Self-Learning AI
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